Perceiving and naming actions and objects.
Neuropsychological studies have suggested differences in the cortical representations of verbs and nouns. Assessment of word-class specific deficits often relies on picture naming with different sets of images used for action and object naming. Such a setup may be problematic in neuroimaging studies, as the perception of the image and the actual differences in retrieving verbs or nouns become intertwined. To address this issue, we investigated how different sets of images affect the pattern of activation in action and object naming. In the present fMRI experiment, healthy volunteers silently performed both action and object naming from action images, and object naming from object-only images. A similar network of cortical areas was activated in all three conditions, including bilateral occipitotemporal and parietal regions, and left frontal cortex. With action images, noun retrieval enhanced activation in bilateral parietal and right frontal cortex, areas previously associated with visual search and attention. Increased activation in the left posterior parietal cortex during this condition also suggests that naming an object in the context of action emphasizes motor-based properties of objects. Action images, regardless of whether verbs or nouns were named, evoked stronger activation than object-only images in the posterior middle temporal cortex bilaterally, the left temporo-parietal junction, and the left frontal cortex, a network previously identified in processing of action knowledge. The strong influence of perceptual input on neural activation associated with noun vs. verb naming can in part explain discrepancies in previous lesion and functional neuroimaging studies on the processing of nouns and verbs.